Nevermind Bar Events
Nevermind Bar has spaces available for groups of 30 through to large groups of up to
160 people.
The Nevermind Private Rooftop Bar is our most popular space. The Rooftop caters
privately for bet ween 50 and 120 people. The Rooftop space consists of an all
weather heated rooftop deck and internal bar area, with private bar service
available.
The Rooftop is available for private evening events guaranteed until at least midnight, with Nevermind’s main bar licensed until 3am.
Stand-alone audio system with microphone for speeches and a 60” flat screen ensure
the private Rooftop is an ideal space for any event.
Groups of bet ween 20 and 60 are able to book Nevermind’s Red Room fully equipped
performance space with no minimum spend stipulations or room hire fees.
The luxe Red Room has a stage with professional PA & lighting setup, a large screen
for presentations and bar stool seating .
Nevermind’s catering and tailored drink tabs are are available for your Red Room or
Rooftop party.
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Nevermind Bar Events
FAQ’s:
Is there a room hire fee or minimum spend?
There is no room hire fee, nor any minimum spend for any function save Saturday night Rooftop shindigs,
when we do ask that a $2,000 pre-paid spend is met over any combination of catering and bar tab.
What drinks do you have available?
Lots!! Our drinks list is pretty fluid (Ha!!) with regularly changing drink specials, tap beers, spirits,
cocktails and wines. Drinks selections online are indicative, if youre keen to know exactly what we’ll
have on the go the best idea is to pop in!
Can I organise a bar tab?
Definitely. All we ask is a dollar value to which youre comfortable running the tab, plus the “groups” of
drinks you’d like available, eg: Tap Beers, Ciders & Seltzers, Bottled Beers, House Wines & Champagne,
Basic Spirits, Back Bar Spirits and Cocktails, which are all charged to the tab at bar prices on
consumption. If you can’t be bothered with all the options, we’re happy to run a tab with an Open Bar!
Are drinks packages available?
We don’t offer per-head all you can drink packages, with bar tabs available as above.
Can I bring a cake?
Sure!! In saying that, we’re not really set up for cake service, so we do ask that disposable plates and
cutlery are bought along. We find cupcake arrangements are pretty popular and work well at Nevermind.
Can I bring my own DJ or Band?
Indeed!! Fine print does read that Rooftop DJ’s must be set up in the internal section of the space, and all
the usual sound compliance rules apply - nothing any DJ or band worth their salt won’t be aware of.
Can I decorate?
Yup. Go for it, knock yourself out! Use blu-tac, pins, whatever.
Can I tentatively book?
Due to the popularity of the spaces, all bookings are available online on a first in, best dressed scenario.
Do I need Security?
We have our friendly in-house security here at Nevermind just about every night, so generally Security
are already hanging about and available to make sure all is well with your event.
Can under age guests come along with an adult?
Nevermind provides a vibrant atmosphere, which in the context of an evening event (6pm or later) does
not pemit under age guests to attend under our Liquor License conditions. Minors are permitted to
attend Nevermind prior to 6pm, when accompanied by a parent/legal guardian, for the purpose of a
meal.
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NEVERMIND’S PIZZA PARTY
Platters of Pizza slices served grazing style
11 Inch Pizzas, 8 Slices per Pizza

4 Slices per Person $10
6 Slices per Person $15
8 Slices per Person $18

(Works out at one pizza per person over the night)
Gluten Free Pizzas Available + $5 per GF pizza
Vegan Pizzas Available + $5 per Vegan pizza
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NEVERMIND PLATTERS
ASIAN PLATTER $100
150 Pieces
Dim Sims
Curry Veg Puffs
Spring Rolls
Dipping Sauces
(Vegetarian or Vegan Asian Platters Available)
OLD SCHOOL FAVORITES $100
48 Pieces
Gourmet Beef Party Pies,
House Made Sausage Rolls
with
Homemade Relish, Sauces
FROM THE SEA $100
50 Pieces
Chili Squid
Torpedo Prawns
Tartare Sauce
NEVERMIND FANCY PLATTER $100
Vegetarian Antipasto,
Charcuterie,
and Cheese selections
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